Orientation selectivity was first described in cat primary visual cortex by Hubel and Wiesel (1962) as the selectivity of neuronal firing for elongated visual stimuli oriented along a specific axis. Shortly afterward, Levick (1967) identified orientation-selective ganglion cells (OSGCs) in the rabbit retina, suggesting that orientation-specific information is already evident in the output neurons of the retina. Since then, orientation-selective cells have been described in many vertebrate and invertebrate visual systems, including primates (Hubel and Wiesel, 1968) , rodents (Niell and Stryker, 2008) , fish (Nikolaou et al., 2012) , and insects (Fisher et al., 2015) . Notably, orientation selectivity has also been characterized even earlier in visual processing, in amacrine cells (Bloomfield, 1994; MurphyBaum and Taylor, 2015) , a class of inhibitory retinal neurons modulating ganglion cell responses. In addition to their preferred angular selectivity, orientation-selective cells are classified by their luminance polarity. For example, OFF-OSGCs have been described in the rabbit retina due to their response preference for dark (negative contrast, or "OFF") stimuli and suppression by light (positive contrast, or "ON") stimuli (Venkataramani and Taylor, 2010) .
Providing a mechanistic understanding of the circuitry that generates neuronal feature selectivity is a core goal for visual neuroscientists. Such focus has provided an exquisitely detailed picture of the circuit and synaptic mechanisms generating direction selectivity (selectivity to motion of a stimulus in a particular direction) in the mouse retina and fly optic lobe (for review, see Borst and Helmstaedter, 2015) . By comparison, our understanding of the mechanisms generating orientation selectivity in the retina is still rudimentary, largely due to the lack of specific molecular markers. Additionally, there is a drive to characterize the diversity of ganglion cell types, or feature channels, based on their functional, morphological, and genetic profiles (Baden et al., 2016) . To date, how many OSGC types are present in the retina and how evolutionarily conserved they are across species remains unclear.
To start addressing these gaps in our understanding, two publications in The Journal of Neuroscience have undertaken large-scale single-cell analyses to examine the electrophysiological, morphological, and pharmacological signatures of newly identified ON-OSGCs in mouse (Nath and Schwartz, 2016) and rabbit (Venkataramani and Taylor, 2016) retinae. In particular, the ON-OSGCs characterized by the authors fall into the following two morphologically and physiologically distinct categories: cells tuned to horizontally oriented bars (found in both mouse and rabbit retinae); and cells tuned to vertically oriented bars (observed in mouse only). A summary of these results is presented in Figure 1 .
One property that might underlie ganglion cell receptive field properties is dendritic morphology, including stratification and spatial organization within the inner plexiform layer (IPL). For example, the alignment of dendrites along a preferred direction has a role in generating direction selectivity in some ganglion cells (Kim et al., 2008) . To describe the dendritic morphology of ON-OSGCs and assess its potential role in generating orientation tuning, Nath and Schwartz (2016) and Venkataramani and Taylor (2016) filled functionally identified ON-OSGCs with fluorescent dyes. In the mouse, the dendrites of both vertical and horizontal ON-OSGCs stratified in both the ON and OFF IPL layers, while in the rabbit, the dendrites of horizontal ON-OSGCs stratified exclusively in the ON layer (Fig.  1A) . The seemingly functionally irrelevant wiring in the OFF layer of mouse ONOSGCs suggests an unexplored complexity in the receptive field properties of these cells. Strikingly, both research groups found that horizontal ON-OSGCs cells have elongated dendritic arbors oriented according to their stimulus orientation selectivity (i.e., horizontally oriented). Although this morphological bias could contribute to the tuning of horizontal ON-OSGCs, the extent to which this feature is necessary to generate orientation selectivity is unclear, because no significant bias was detected for vertically tuned cells.
Presynaptic mechanisms could also produce orientation selectivity in ON-OSGCs. Therefore, to reveal the synaptic inputs received by these cells, Nath and Schwartz (2016) and Venkataramani and Taylor (2016) used whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings to isolate excitatory and inhibitory conductances. Notably, mouse and rabbit horizontal ON-OSGCs appeared to receive similar synaptic inputs. In particular, they received excitatory inputs tuned to the preferred orientation (i.e., horizontal) and inhibitory inputs tuned to the orthogonal orientation [i.e., vertical (90°angular distance); Fig. 1B ]. Mouse vertical ON-OSGCs also received excitatory inputs tuned to the preferred orientation (i.e., vertical), but, unlike horizontal ON-OSGCs, they received variable inhibitory inputs. Although individual vertical ON-OSGCs did receive tuned inhibitory inputs, these inputs were not orthogonal to the preferred orientation in all cases (Nath and Schwartz, 2016, their Fig. 7D,F) . Consequently, when data were pooled from the whole population of vertical ON-OSGCs, it appeared that inhibitory inputs have an untuned response profile (Nath and Schwartz, 2016, their Fig. 6G ).
To further determine the precise contribution of inhibition to ON-OSGC orientation tuning, both groups pharmacologically blocked inhibitory neurotransmission. Venkataramani and Taylor (2016) demonstrated that the spiking of rabbit horizontal ON-OSGCs was rendered orientation selective through GABA-mediated mechanisms (Venkataramani and Taylor, 2016, their Fig.  7A,B) . The main effect of blocking GABA A receptors was a dramatic loss of orientation selectivity in the inhibitory inputs (Venkataramani and Taylor, 2016, their Fig. 7O ), indicating a crucial role played by inhibition from amacrine cells. In particular, the authors proposed a circuit mechanism whereby inhibitory inputs are suppressed during preferred orientation stimulation, possibly through disinhibition from a preferred orientation-selective GABAergic amacrine cell that inhibits another amacrine cell synapsing directly onto the horizontal ON-OSGC (Venkataramani and Taylor, 2016, their Fig. 11 ). As mentioned above, orientation-selective amacrine cell types have previously been described in the rabbit retina (Bloomfield, 1994; Murphy-Baum and Taylor, 2015) , but the extent to which their outputs contribute to OSGC tuning remains unclear.
Nath and Schwartz (2016) did not show the effects of blocking inhibition on the spiking of mouse ON-OSGCs. They instead focused on the changes in excitatory and inhibitory conductances upon inhibition block. Individually blocking either glycine or GABA A receptors changed the peak amplitude of excitatory and inhibitory inputs but, surprisingly, did not produce any significant change in their orientation tuning (Nath and Schwartz, 2016, their Fig. 8 F-H ) . When blocked simultaneously, the tuning of excitatory inputs remained unaffected, but the tuning of inhibitory inputs was abolished as a consequence of the total loss of inhibitory currents (Nath and Schwartz, 2016, their Fig. 8 A, C) . Overall, these results in the mouse suggest that there is a substantial level of redundancy among glycinergic and GABAergic mechanisms, and that orientation selectivity in mouse ONOSGCs could be generated through both tuned excitatory inputs independent of inhibition and, at least in horizontal ON-OSGCs, a combination of tuned inhibitory inputs from different classes of amacrine cells. It is intriguing that the tuning of vertical ON-OSGCs, which do not possess elongated dendritic fields, seems to result almost exclusively from inhibition-independent tuned excitatory inputs. Future experiments will be required to precisely determine how the tuning of mouse ON-OSGC spiking is modulated by amacrine cell inhibition, and to what extent tuned excitatory inputs alone can generate the orientation selectivity of ON-OSGC spiking.
Together, these studies demonstrate the presence of novel morphologically and physiologically defined ON orientationselective ganglion cell types in both mouse and rabbit retinae. The substantial degree of homology between horizontal ON-OSGCs in these two species suggests that conserved features and mechanisms might underlie retinal orientation selectivity across mammalian species. However, there are clear differences, such as the key requirement of GABAergic inhibition for rabbit ON-OSGC tuning not observed in the mouse and the dendritic stratification in the OFF IPL strata of mouse ON-OSGCs that is not present in the rabbit, that would suggest different mechanisms between species.
The morphological bias of horizontal ON-OSGCs not found in mouse vertical ON-OSGCs raises the question, what is the advantage of generating this bias if it is not essential for tuning? The following two possible scenarios could explain this dichotomy: (1) these two ON-OSGCs have different, more complex receptive field properties, not revealed by the stimulus set used, that would allow classification into distinct functional groups; and (2) they use the same mechanisms to generate orientation selectivity and differ only in their preferred stimulus orientation. If scenario (2) is correct, the difference in their dendritic morphology is coincidental, not causative of orientation selectivity. Experiments mapping presynaptic inputs using 3D electron microscopy tracing (Briggman et al., 2011) , high-resolution immunohistochemistry (Sigal et al., 2015) , or neurotransmitter sensors/uncaging (Yonehara et al., 2013; Vlasits et al., 2016) would provide evidence on whether orientation selectivity is a consequence of a bias in the distribution of inputs on their dendritic arbors.
These studies also highlight the diversity of OSGC subtypes and the fraction of the overall retinal output they represent. In a previous study, Venkataramani and Taylor (2010) described two types of rabbit cardinal axes-tuned OFF-OSGCs, and in Venkataramani and Taylor (2016) they conclude that, collectively, OSGCs account for ϳ5% of all rabbit ganglion cells. In a comprehensive functional classification of mouse ganglion cells, Baden et al. (2016) identified ON, OFF, and ON-OFF OSGCs comprising different cardinally and obliquely tuned types, which collectively represent ϳ15% of the retinal output. Given the striking abundance of OSGCs in these two mammalian species, as well as reports of OSGCs in primates (Passaglia et al., 2002) , it is likely that these cells directly contribute to orientation selectivity in higher visual centers. In line with this idea, several studies in rodents and primates have identified orientationselective neurons in noncortical areas, such as the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN; Cheong et al., 2013; Piscopo et al., 2013) and superior colliculus (Wang et al., 2010) . Further supporting this possibility, recent studies have shown that mouse dLGN axonal projections provide orientation-selective inputs to primary visual cortex (Sun et al., 2016) and that inactivating primary visual cortex does not change the orientation tuning of dLGN neurons (Zhao et al., 2013) . The identification of genetic markers allowing the selective labeling or ablation of OSGC types as well as trans-synaptic tracing to their brain targets (Cruz-Martín et al., 2014) will provide crucial information regarding the extent that OSGCs contribute to orientation selectivity in higher visual centers. Such genetic markers will also be essential to dissect the presynaptic cellular components and mechanisms underlying the emergence of orientation selectivity in OSGCs.
